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TAMÁS FRANCZIA 
AN ANALYTICAL METHOD FOE CALCULATING MULTICENTRE INTEGRALS BUILT 
UP FROM GTF-S II. 
ABSTRACT: This paper is éhe oontinuation of CI 3 discussing the 
analytical evaluation of three—centre one—electron potential 
integrals made up of primitive GTF—S and ßardsiey's 
pseudopotential. 
In CI 3, C23, C3 3, Cd] and C53 we have suggested an analytical 
method for the unified evaluation of multicentre potential 
integrális made up of primitive GTF—S and polarizational 
pseudopotential members. The main steps of the method have been 
presented mainly in CI 3, Cd 3, C33. This paper is the continuation 
of CI J discussing the analytical evaluation of three—centre 
one—electron potential integrals made up of primitive GTF—S and 
Bardsley's pseudopotential. 
In CI 3 we have pointed out that the value of 
analytical evaluation of the matrix elements of Bardsley's 
pseudopotential formed with primitive GTF-S. Here p, F, d are real 
numbers. 
In calculating the above-mentioned integral first we are going 
to apply Fourier's cosinus— and sinus transforms defined by the 
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The integrability and the continuity of* fCx) and FCk> from 0 to +oo 
are the necessary conditions of the existence of the C39a3, C39b), 
C40a}, C40b) equations. Moreover C39a), C3Pb) demand the 
fCx)=fC—x) equality whereas C40a), C40b3 demand the fCx)="fC~x) 
one. 
If we want to calculate an integral of intC—oo ^ x Ü +<xOfCx,p} form 
by means of Fourier's cosinus— and sinus transforms with respect 
to p it is useful to express f Cx,p) as a sum of a gerade and an 
ungerade function of p: 
fCx,p) = f , Cx,p) + f r Cx,p) C41) ' * g C p ) u 9 C p J 
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First let us deal with the calculation of the first member in the 
right-side of C43). As f g ( j 3 C x , p ) is a gerade function of p, 
intC—oo -K <, +oo)f , ^ Cx, p) is also a gerade function of p, because 
if FCp)=intCa ^ x £ b)fCx,p>, then FC-p)=intCa £ x £ b)fCx,~p) 
moreover in case of fCx,p)=fCx,-p) for each x and p FCp)=FC—p>. 
Let «tCk) be equal to 
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If calculating 'iCk3 and that of its inverse are simpler than the 
direct evaluation of intC— oo 5 x 5 +oo3f , (x.p) it is useful to 
g C p 3 ' r 
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It is to be seen that the first task is to evaluate 
+ CD 
J f Cx,p3e l kPdp . Taking into account the C41>, C42a>, C42b}, 
-CD 
C43D, C44a), C44b3, C4S), C4Ó3 equations, the remark concerning 
the first task in calculating the right side of C4S3 moreover 
taking into account also the continuity and the integrability of 
intC-CD 5 x 5 +OO)f ^ c ^  Cx, p) with respect to p from 0 to +<x> and the 
continuity and integrability of $Ck:> with respect to k from 0 to 
+OD we can see that we have to evaluate the 
S f „ c p 3 C x ' P ) e i k p d P 
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2" J* expC—x
2) *expCikp) 
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* [(p- rx) 2+d 2] dp + f expC—x2)* expC ikp) 
-OD 
* [ Cp-f" rx)2+d 2] dpj expression. C 473 
For the sake of calculating the first member in the right side of 
C47) let us consider the 
$ exp(ikz) [(z- rx) 2+d 2] *dz 
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integral where k>0 because it- is the parameter of Fourier's 
cosinus transform with respect to p and G R is the curve to be seen 
below: 
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CSQb) is the application of the 
{[fCz} • lCyO 
• nR C50b5 
C51) Jf Cz)dz 
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relation that is Cauchy's estimation where IC7O is the length of 
the curve -y. The denominator of the fraction in the right side of 
C50b) is equal to zero if z= Tx+id and accordingly in case of 
c r x ) 2 + d 2 and <p = arc tg Cd * C Px) - 1]. Since jexpCikR cosf) j = i 
in any case, |expC—kR sin tp> jil along C R if k^O and the numerator 
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of the fraction is a linear function of R while the denominator is 
a polynomial of R of degree 4 not being equal to zero along C if 
quickly than that of the numerator if R—¥ a>. That is why the values 
of the fraction converge to zero if R—• ao. Thus the integral in the 
left side of CSOb> has to converge to zero if R—* CD. 
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